
SWIFT GATEWAY

The SWIFT adapter was developed by Securities and Trading Technology to tend to multilingual 

SWIFT message routing and SWIFT translation requirements within any client’s infrastructure.

Easily deployable and configurable, the SWIFT adapter can translate and route SWIFT ISO 

775, 150022 and 22022 messages

The SWIFT adapter control room ensures Risk is mitigated by tracking messages to and from 

destinations. System administrators are immediately warned of any faults or failures due to 

possible infrastructure related problems. 

The SWIFT router also allows for full SWIFT 20022 standard message verification against their 

applicable message schemas, in addition to digitally signing and verifying received digital 

signatures.

Overview

Handles real time content-based SWIFT 

Message Routing and Translation

Developed for Banks, CSDs, CSDPs, Exchanges and Financial Institutions



Key Features

ROUTING RULES

STT’s message router has the ability to communicate with several different channel types which 

includes, but is not limited to:

COMMUNICATION WITH SEVERAL CHANNEL TYPES

EASY TO USE CONFIGURATION TOOL

Providing ease of access for administrators to set up new channels for several input and output types, 

as well as manage routing rules and risk mitigation setups; such as emailing to administrators if 

messages are not routed accordingly, or if any exceptions/errors occur.

 Content-based on a simple string search, or XML tags in the case of ISO 20022 messages. 

RISK MANAGEMENT

The message router configuration provides configurations to ensure that messages which do not have 

rules assigned to them are stored and can be assigned to a destination at a later stage. In addition, in 

the event that messages have no established route or an exception/error occurs the system, can be 

configured to send emails to several administrators to ensure that they are aware of messages not 

reaching their respective destination(s).

The STT message router also makes use of full log4net functionality allowing for several methods of 

logging on different levels.

• QL Server

• IBM MQ

• Microsoft MQ (MSMQ)

• FTP and SFTP

• File/Folder 

• Active MQ

The SWIFT Router caters for Plug-in Channels which work by retrieving a message from the input 

location. Client specific plug-ins can be added to the SWIFT router. These plug-ins can add additional 

business rules as well as relay messages via non-standard channels (example – Websites, etc.).

PLUG-IN CHANNELS

A MESSAGE TRANSLATOR PLUG-IN

Can be utilised to translate from ISO 775 and ISO 15022, implementing to ISO 20022 message 

standards, thereby effectively applying the SWIFT Router as a message translator tool.



The following three parameters are required to process digital signing for both input and output 

channels.

1. All channels have the ability to process digitally signed messages. The signature is 

implemented using SHA1 to encrypt the digital hash value. The Router can be set up so 

that the output or input channel matches the digital signature it is expecting.

2. Use Digital Signature – This is a Boolean value. True if digital signing is to be used on the 

channel.

3. Certificate Store Path – Only referenced when ‘Use Digital Signature’ is set to true. 

Stores the physical path and full filename of the certificate to be used.

 (E.g. C:\CertificateStore\ThirdPartySuppliedCertificate.pfx)

4. Certificate Passphrase – Only referenced when ‘Use Digital Signature’ is set to true. 

Stores the password required to access the secure certificate. Currently this is stored in 

clear text but may change in the future.

For security reasons SWIFT Router has built-in digital message signing:
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